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Transient resonance structures in electron tunneling through water
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Department of Chemistry, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel
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The mechanism of electrons tunneling through a narrow water barrier between two Pt~100! metal
surfaces is studied. Assuming an adiabatic picture in which the water configuration is static on the
time scale of the electron motion, the tunneling probabilities are found to increase nonmonotonically
as a function of incident electron energy. A numerical investigation of single electron scattering
wave functions suggests that the tunneling is enhanced by resonances, associated with molecular
cavities in which the electron is trapped between repulsive oxygen cores. The lifetimes of these
resonances are calculated using a novel filter diagonalization scheme, based on a converging
high-order perturbative expansion of the single-electron Green’s function, and are found to be of
order <10 fs. The possibility that transient resonance supporting structures contribute to the
enhancement of tunneling through water is discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transmission in and through condensed envir
ments has been a subject of intensive studies over se
decades. The most common chemical example is elec
transfer between donor and acceptor molecules in soluti1

Here the main role played by the solvent is to affect ene
matching between donor and acceptor levels by thermal fl
tuations. Continuum dielectric theory provides a reasona
description of this effect, however, it obviously cannot d
scribe the effect of solvent structure on the electronic c
pling itself. This deficiency becomes particularly importa
in electron transfer at interfaces and in electron transmis
through thin molecular layers~e.g., ‘‘underwater’’ STM
~scanning tunneling microscopy! experiments,2 electron
tunnel-junctions involving metal-molecular layer-met
contacts,3 photoemission through absorbed molecu
layers,4 and electron injection into metals through molecu
adsorbates5!, where new molecular structures may appear
transmission processes the initial and final electron states
long to continuous manifolds, so the issue of donor–acce
energy matching becomes moot and the main effect of
molecular environment is the one it has on the electro
coupling, i.e., on the transmission probability. In a rece
series of papers this issue has been investigated by eva
ing numerically electron transmission probabilities throu
static water layer structures.6

An important issue raised by these previous studies6 was
the possible involvement of transient water structures
may enhance electron transmission via resonance tunne
It was found that such resonances exist within;1 eV below
the bare vacuum barrier, however, their nature and prope
were not elucidated. Here we address this issue in more
tail by calculating the electron scattering wave functio

a!Electronic mail: nitzan@post.tau.ac.il
7550021-9606/99/111(16)/7558/9/$15.00
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This enables us to correlate the resonant enhancement
particular water nanostructures, and to estimate the co
sponding resonance lifetimes.

II. THE MODEL SYSTEM

We use the same Pt~100!–H2O–Pt~100! model system
that was studied by Benjaminet al. previously,6 @a polariz-
able flexible simple point charge~PFSPC! potential for the
water–water interaction, Pt~100! surface with water–Pt in-
teraction taken from the work of Sphor and Heinzinger7#. We
also use the same electron–water pseudo-potential use
Refs. 6. This potential is based on that developed by Bar
et al.8 modified to include the many-body interaction asso
ated with the water electronic polarizability of water as d
scribed in Ref. 6. The electron metal pseudo-potential is r
resented by a square barrier of height 5 eV. The to
potential experienced by the electron is assumed to be a
perposition of these electron–water and electron–m
pseudopotentials. The studies described below are done
distance of 10 Å between the Pt walls, which accommoda
three water monolayers at normal density. Water configu
tions are prepared by classical MD~molecular dynamics!
evolution at 300 K, using minimum image periodic bounda
conditions in the directions parallel to the metal walls. Ov
all, 197 water molecules are contained in the simulation c
and the system was equilibrated for 200 ps before sele
water configurations were studied. More details about t
classical MD simulation are provided in Ref. 6~c!. Following
the equilibration period we have collected water configu
tions at intervals of 10 ps. In what follows we refer to the
configurations by the corresponding time along the traject
~e.g., the 50 ps configuration is the structure obtained 50
after the end of the equilibration period!.

For each~static! water configuration obtained in this wa
a potential field for the electron motion is obtained as a
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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perposition of the square barrier representing the electr
metal interaction and the electron water pseudopoten
This potential is projected into a cubic grid of dimensi
163163400 with corresponding grid spacings 2.7732.77
30.4 a.u. in the~x,y,z! directions~z is the tunneling direc-
tion!. The electronic problem is solved on th
~23.45,23.45,84.7! Å grid using periodic boundary condi
tions in thex andy directions and absorbing boundary co
ditions in the tunneling~z! direction, as described below. A
schematic view of the simulated system and the~x,y! average
of the potential experienced by the electron is shown
Fig. 1.

The resulting electron tunneling probabilities throu
frozen water configurations are presented in Sec. III. T
transmission probability displayed as a function of the in
dent electron energy show distinct but configuration dep
dent peaks below the bare~5 eV! work function. These peak
were interpreted in Refs. 6~b! as resonance tunneling fea
tures, associated with transient water structures. In Sec
we trace the origin of these resonances to transient n
cavities in the water structure. This assignment is made
calculating the three-dimensional electron scattering fu
tions in the barrier regions. The resulting functions a
strongly localized inside such cavities. Section V descri
the calculation of the corresponding resonance eigenval
using a novel filter diagonalization scheme based on a h
order expansion of the Green’s function. Typical resona
widths are found to be;0.05 eV, implying characteristic
lifetimes <10 fs. Conclusions regarding the origin of th
unusually low effective barrier found for electron tunnelin

FIG. 1. Effective single electron potential. Top: The metal water–me
system. Bottom: a typical electron water interaction as a function of
tunnelingz direction, averaged over the lateral~x,y! directions.
Downloaded 21 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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through water, the possibility that rare fluctuations fro
equilibrium may contribute to this tunneling enhanceme
and the relevance of studies based on frozen water con
rations to these processes are presented in Sec. VI.

III. THE TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY

As in Refs. 6~b!–6~d! and 9 we use the absorbing boun
ary condition Green’s function method to evaluate the tra
mission probability for an incoming electron. A stationa
incident electron flux is represented as a free wave perp
dicular to the metal surfaces along the tunneling directioz

fE~x,y,z! ——→
z→2` Ame

kz\
eikzz, ~1!

The elastic transmission probability in the forward directi
(z→`) are calculated using the formulation of Mille
et al.9~b!

P~E!5
2

\
^fEue2G* ~E!e1G~E!e2ufE&

[
2

\
^cEue1ucE&. ~2!

G(E) is the approximate Green operator

G~E!5
1

@E2H1 i e21 i e1#
, ~3!

whereE5(\2kz
2)/(2me) is the incident electron energy,H is

the single electron Hamiltonian

H5
2\2

2me
@¹x

21¹y
21¹z

2#1V~x,y,z![H01V, ~4!

and V(x,y,z) is the superposition of the barrier and th
electron–water interaction. The approximate Green oper
contains explicit boundary operators which replace the a
lytic limit e→0. In the present work these operators we
taken as a steeply rising local functions at the boundarie
the tunneling axis, which was sampled on a finite inter
2Lz/2,Z,Lz/2

e1~z!5H e0S 2uzu
Lz

D 7

; z>0

0; z,0

, ~5!

e2~z!5e1~2z!.

In the calculation reported belowe0 is of order 1 a.u. and
the computed transmission was found to be stable with
spect to the specific choice of this parameter within the
sired accuracy, which implies that the absorbing opera
were switched on sufficiently far from the interaction regio

The main computational task in the calculation ofP(E),
Eq. ~2!, involves the evaluation of the functioncE

5 iG(E)e2fE . This is carried out by solving an inhomoge
neous Schro¨dinger equation

@E2H1 i ~e11e2!#cE5 i e2fE , ~6!

on the discretized three-dimensional grid. The large (
3163400) size of the linear system in the present appli

l
e
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7560 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 16, 22 October 1999 Peskin et al.
tion makes it necessary to apply sparse iterative solvers
particularly efficient solver is based on a converging hig
order perturbative expansion of the Green operator

G~E!cE5(
l 51

k

a l~G0~E!V! lG0~E!cE , ~7!

where the expansion coefficientsa l are optimized for any
k-order approximation by the quasi minimal residual~QMR!
algorithm.10 The zero-order Green operator is given by

G0~E!5FE1
\2

2me
@¹x

21¹y
21¹z

2#1 i ~e11e2!G21

. ~8!

Making use of the separable structure ofG0
21, the approxi-

mate Green operator can be applied in terms of a sequen
one dimensional diagonalization transformations,9~c!,9~d!

G05UxUyUz@lx1ly1lz#
21Uz

21Uy
21Ux

21, ~9!

where the diagonalization transformations are

FE1
\2

2me
¹z

21 i ~e11e2!GUz5Uzlz ,

\2

2me
¹y

2Uy5Uyly , ~10!

\2

2me
¹x

2Ux5Uxlx .

This separable pre-diagonalization scheme enables the u
either low-order6~b!–6~d! or high-order11 differencing schemes
or the Fourier method for a discrete representation of
kinetic-energy operators.9~c! In the present application th
Sinc-discrete variable representation of Ref. 11 was app
along the tunneling direction with absorbing boundaries, a
the Fourier grid representation was used along the lat
~x,y! directions.

Figure 2 shows transmission probabilities as functions
electron incident energy, computed for several water c
figurations sampled from the classical equilibrium MD tr
jectory at the times~after the equilibration period! indicated
in the caption. The resulting transmission probabilities ob
ously depend on the water structure. In particular, the tra
mission peaks seen below the bare 5 eV threshold var
position and intensity as the water configuration evolves
should be emphasized that with current experimental~e.g.,
STM! time resolutions these fluctuating structures in
transmission spectrum will average out, however, their ef
is expected to be seen as an overall enhancement of th
eraged transmission probability.

The appearance of these peaks in the energy depen
transmission suggests that the water structures support
nance states whose position and coupling properties
with the water configuration. Next we confirm the resonan
nature of these transmission peaks and investigate their
gin in the supporting water structures.
Downloaded 21 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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IV. THE STRUCTURAL ORIGIN OF THE TUNNELING
RESONANCES

As shown above, the detailed dependence of the tra
mission on the incident electron energy is different for d
ferent water configurations. However, the structural origin
this dependence can not be elucidated on the basis of tr
mission calculations alone. In order to correlate the appa
resonances to particular water structures, detailed elec
scattering wave functions~or rather probability densities!
were studied for different water configurations and at diff
ent scattering energies. This analysis is based on an app
mate representation of stationary electron scattering w
functions within the absorbing boundaries approximation
described above. We define this approximate scattering w
function by

cE~x,y,z!5 iG~E!e2fE~x,y,z!, ~11!

wherefE is the asymptotic incoming wavefunction@Eq. ~1!#
and G(E) is defined as in Eq.~3!. Equation ~11! can be
rewritten as an inhomogeneous Schro¨dinger equation

@E2H02V1 i e21 i e1#cE5 i e2fE . ~12!

In the incoming flux region~i.e.,z→2`)cE(x,y,z) satisfies
the correct incoming wave boundary conditions

FIG. 2. Tunneling probabilities as functions of electron energy. Differ
lines correspond to different water configurations sampled from an equ
rium trajectory at the times~after the equilibration period! indicated in the
upper left corners. The probabilities were calculated according to Eq.~2!,
for an electron incident in the normal~z! direction to the water layer, on a
discrete grid xn5222.1612.77(n21), yn5222.1612.77(n21), zm

528010.4(m21) a.u.; n51,...16, m51,...400. Absorbing boundarie
@Eq. ~5!# with e051 a.u. were applied in theZ direction.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cE~x,y,z! ——→
z→2`

fE~x,y,z!, ~13!

since the effective electron–water interaction vanishes in
the metal, i.e.,

V ——→
z→6`

0, ~14!

and since

e1 ——→
z→2`

0, ~15!

and

@E2H0#fE~x,y,z!50. ~16!

In the range of the electron water interaction the bound
operators vanish

e6 ——→
z→0

0, ~17!

and the inhomogeneous equation Eq.~12! reduces to the
Schrödinger equation

@E2H02V#cE ——→
z→0

0, ~18!

which implies thatcE approximates the exact solutioncE for
which @E2H02V#cE50. At the positive asymptotez

→`, e2 , and V vanish, while e1 ——→
z→`

`. Therefore,

cE ——→
z→`

0 unlike the exact solution. However, our focu
is on the electron wave function in the water barrier and
this purposecE provides a reasonable approximation as lo
ase1 rises from zero sufficiently far from the electron–wat
interaction range.

In Fig. 3 scattering wave functions are presented for
particular water configuration which corresponds to

FIG. 3. Probability densities,ucE(x,y,z)u2, for different energies as indi-
cated on top of each plot, for the water configuration ‘‘t550 ps’’ of Fig. 2.
The plots represent two dimensional cuts in the~x,z! plane for a fixed value
of y (y52.77 a.u.). The parametersZ0 and Z1 correspond to the edges o
the bare barrier~Z0525 Å, Z155 Å!.
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t550 ps panel in Fig. 2, for different incident electron ene
gies. AtE54.2 andE54.6 eV the electron probability den
sity peaks mostly in front of the water barrier (z,z0), and
the transmission through the barrier is negligible, as expec
in a deep tunneling regime. A qualitatively different behav
of the probability density is found at energies 4.4 and 4.8 e
which correspond to the peaks in the transmission proba
ity for this configuration. The wave functions associated w
these energies are localized mostly inside the water ba
(25 Å5z0,z,z155 Å). A similar behavior is found for
other water configurations as illustrated in Fig. 4. The cor
lation between the peaks in the transmission probability
the localization of the wave function inside the water barr
is indicative of a resonance tunneling mechanism, and s
gests that the three-dimensional water–electron interac
potential supports quasi-bound resonance states at sel
~quantized! energies.

The nature of these quasibound states is revealed by
relating the localized wave functions with the correspond
potential-energy surfaces of the electron–water interac
~Figs. 5 and 6!. It is found that the quasibound states a
localized in cavities between repulsive oxygen cores. S
cavities are generated due to the thermal disorder in wa
and their lifetime is on the time scale of the intermolecu
motions. Since the water density between the metal surfa
is constant, the cavities are found at any time~i.e., at any

FIG. 4. Probability density contours for the transmitted electron. The
ferent plots correspond to energies in which tunneling current is enhan
for selected water configurations that were presented in Fig. 2.~a! t
550 ps,E54.4 eV, ~b! t550 ps,E54.8 eV, ~c! t540 ps,E54.8 eV, ~d!
t50 ps, E54.5 eV. The different slots in each panel are two dimensio
~x,z! contour plots of the probability density,ucE(x,yn ,z)u2, in the water
region: x5222.16̄ 22.16 a.u., z529.45̄ 9.45 a.u., with yn5222.16
12.77(n21) a.u.,n51,2,...,16 from top to bottom in each panel.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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‘‘frozen’’ water configuration!, but their spatial location and
shape change with the time evolution of the molecular str
ture ~see Fig. 4!.

We end this section with two more observations. Fir
all the ‘‘configurational holes’’ that were found in the thre
monolayer water structures were in the middle layer, the l
ers adsorbed on the metal surfaces are much more ord
and less subject to disordering fluctuations. Similar ho
~and similar resonances in the transmission! are found also in
the ‘‘bulk’’ region of thicker water layers.12

Secondly, we have found that the existence of resona
supporting structural holes is surprisingly resilient to incre
ing water density. Adding five water molecules to our m
lecular system did not eliminate neither the structural ho
nor the resonances supported by them, while adding nine
molecules~density change of;10%! did.

Finally, it should be emphasized again that because
resonance structure of the electron transmission through
ter strongly depends on the water configuration, no s
structure is expected in experiments that monitor signals
erage over long>1 ps! times. On the other hand it is pos
sible that the existence of these resonances causes the e
mentally observed enhanced~relative to expectations!
tunneling of electron in water.2~a!,2~d! Not only does transmis
sion increases by resonant tunneling, also the distance~thick-
ness of the water layer! dependence may become consid
ably weaker than expected. We have argued elsewhere13 that
analyzing tunneling affected by resonances using sim
square barrier models may lead to strongly underestim
effective barrier.

It should be kept in mind, however, that these obser
tions are based on computation of tunneling through st
water configurations. While the electron tunneling tim
through a simple barrier of height 1 eV~above incident en-
ergy! and width 10 Å is estimated to be;1 fs, resonance

FIG. 5. Probability densityucE(x,y,z)u2 ~the dense contour lines! for the
transmitted electron in thet550 ps water configuration of Fig. 2, plotted o
top of the contour lines of the electron–water interaction potential at
range 3.8,V,5 eV, for the incident energiesE54.4 eV ~left! and E
54.8 eV ~right! that correspond to the transmission resonance peaks
for this configuration. The different slots in the right and left panels arexz
contour plots in the barrier region~for details see caption to Fig. 4! for
different posionsyn along they axis: Left paneln54,5,6,7,8; Right panel:
n512,13,14,15,16.
Downloaded 21 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tunneling is associated with a characteristic delay time,
which the static picture of water may no longer be valid.
is, therefore, important to estimate the time scale associ
with the resonant process. We now turn to this issue.

V. RESONANCE LIFETIMES

The increased electron transmission probability n
quasibound state energies is associated with a time dela
the electron motion inside the water barrier. In this sect
we study the characteristic time delay for the trapped e
trons. The quasibound states are associated with reson
eigenvalues of the time independent Schro¨dinger equation
with outgoing wave~Sigert! boundary conditions. In the
present treatment the boundary conditions are impose
terms of the imaginary boundary operators along thez axis,
given by Eq.~5!, and the Schro¨dinger equation reads

e

en

FIG. 6. Another view of the structure that give rise to the 4.4 eV resona
in the t550 ps configuration~Fig. 2!. ~a! A contour plot of the potential,
V(x,yn ,z) for n52 (yn5219.4 Å). ~b! A contour plot of the oxygen at-
oms configuration on the same plane. This plot is obtained by assignin
each O atom a Gaussian,g(r )5exp(2((r2r0)/s)2), with r 0 the center ands
the radius of the atom.~c! A contour plot ofucE(x,y,z)u2 in the same plane.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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@l2H1 i ~e11e2!#cl50. ~19!

For resonance eigenvaluesl5Eres2 iG/2, whereEres is the
resonance energy andt5\/G is the decay time of the
trapped resonance state. In order to calculate the reson
eigenvalues that contribute to the tunneling enhanceme
filter diagonalization scheme14 was applied. The relevant en
ergy interval in the range 4,En,5 eV on the real energy
axis was discretized intoNE energies (n51,2,...,NE). At
each energy a Green operator was applied onto a ran
vectorR

G~En!R5@En2H1 i ~e11e2!#21R5fn , ~20!

projecting it on a vectorfn close to the eigenvectors of@H
2 i (e11e2)#, with energies closest toEn . The set of vec-
tors $fn% are used as a basis set for a compact (NE3NE)
discrete representation of the eigenvalue equation, whose
lutions approximate the exact eigenvalues ofH2 i (e1

1e2)

H= cI l5lS=cI l , ~21!

Where

H= n,m5^fn* u~H2 i e!ufm&

5^R* uG~En!~H2 i e!G~Em!uR&

5EmS= n,m2^fn* uR& ~22!

and

S= n,m5^R* uG~En!G~Em!uR&

5H ^fn* uR&2^fm* uR&
Em2En

; mÞn

^fn* ufn& ; m5n

. ~23!

Note that since the matrix representation ofH2 i (e11e2)
is complex symmetric~non-Hermitian! the left eigenvectors
are not complex conjugates of the right eigenvectors, and
complex inner product is applied.15~a! As one can see the
construction of the generalized eigenvalue equation@Eq.
~21!# requires only two sets ofNE overlap integrals
$^fn* uR&% and$^fn* ufn&%, and the main computational tas
i.e., the calculation of the vectors$fn% according to Eq.~20!,
is again done using the high-order expansion ofG(E) as
described in Sec. III.

In Fig. 7 the complex eigenvalues of Eq.~21! are plotted
for the static electron potential associated with the water c
figuration att550 ps~see Fig. 2!. Figures 8 and 9 below als
refer to the same configuration. These eigenvalues can
classified into two groups according to the correspond
eigenvectorscl(x,y,z)5(n51

NE al,nfn(x,y,z). In the first
group the densitiesuclu2 are delocalized outside the wat
barrier ~see Fig. 8!. These are continuum functions that a
discretized by imposing the artificial boundary conditio

cl(x,y,z) ——→
z→Lz/2

0. The other group of states include
eigenfunctions that are localized inside the water bar
~Fig. 8!. These are the states associated with the reson
transmission, and are similar to the localized scattering w
functions in Fig. 3. The corresponding exact resonance st
Downloaded 21 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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are associated with poles of the scattering matrix in the lo
half of the complex energy plane and therefore with asym
totically diverging outgoing~Sigert! waves

clres
~x,y,z! ——→

z→`

S~l res!e
i ~A2melres!z/\, ~24!

where the divergence ‘‘rate,’’-Im@A2mel res#/\ is determined
by the complex pole,l res5lR2 il I . When the artificial
boundary operators are added toH, this divergence can be

FIG. 7. Complex eigenvalues of the single electron Hamiltonian with
sorbing boundary operators@water configurationt550 ps of Fig. 2;e0

52.0 a.u. in Eq.~5!#. The pluses, crosses, diamonds, and triangles co
spond to results of filter diagonalization withNE57,10,15,30 in the energy
interval 4,E,5 eV. The converged eigenvalues are marked with arrow

FIG. 8. Plots of the approximate eigenfunctions of@H2 i (e11e2)#, cor-
responding to the converged eigenvalues of Fig. 7 (e052.0 a.u.). Each plot
is a cut throughucl(x,y,z)u2 in the ~x,z! plane fory52.77 a.u., using arbi-
trary normalization ofc. The eigenvalues are marked on the top of ea
plot.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7564 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 16, 22 October 1999 Peskin et al.
compensated by an asymptotic decay, provided thate6 are
sufficiently large. In this limit the resonance eigenvalues
associated with asymptotically decaying eigenfunctions
@H2 i (e11e2)# which satisfy the artificial boundary cond
tions, regardless of the specific choice of the boundary
erators. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, in which the spectrum
@H2 i (e11e2)# is plotted for different choices ofe0 ,
where the stable numerical eigenvalues correspond to
localized resonance wave functions. A similar stability ph
nomenon is found in other methods for calculations of re
nance eigenvalues such as the complex coordin
method15~a! and the box-stabilization method.15~b!

This numerical procedure which is a sequence of fi
diagonalizations with different choices ofi e6 , enables us to
obtain resonance energies and widths for different water c
figurations. Characteristic results are presented in Table
two configurations, each one supporting two resona
states.

The resonance lifetimes found are typically less than
fs. This time is considerably longer than that estimated
tunneling away from resonance. Still, it is short relative
the solvation response of the water environment. The f
inertial component in the solvation dynamics of a charg
species in water has been estimated by computer simula
to be 20–30 fs,16 but recent experimental results by Barba
and co-workers17 suggest that the simulations may ha
overestimated the solvation rate by at least a factor of 2

FIG. 9. Eigenvalues of@H2 i (e11e2)# for different absorbing boundary
operators. The triangles down, triangles up, and circles correspond te0

50.5,1.0,2.0 a.u. in Eq.~5!. The stable resonance eigenvalues~correspond-
ing to the localized eigenfunctions in Fig. 8! are marked with arrows.

TABLE I. Resonance eigenvalues and the corresponding resonance
times found for the configurations ‘‘t50’’ and ‘‘ t550 ps’’ of Fig. 2.

Configurations Resonance energy~eV! Decay time~fs!

0 ps ~4.5029, 20.0541! 6
0 ps ~4.6987, 20.0545! 6

50 ps ~4.4243, 20.0424! 7.6
50 ps ~4.8217, 0.0463! 7
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should be emphasized that even though these timescales
favorably consistent with our static water approximation, t
time scale separation is not large enough to exclude poss
deviations from the adiabatic picture due to coupling to
termolecular water motions on the time scale of the elect
delay. In this regard, it should be kept in mind that the per
of OH stretch modes in water is of the same order as
resonance lifetimes found here. A conclusive determinat
of the relevance of our observations to the electron tunne
enhancement in water requires a better accounting for
role played by the water dynamics in the transmission p
cess.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In Secs. II–IV we have discussed the possible r
played by structural cavities in the water structure, that w
found to support negative energy states in the range up
eV below vacuum energy. We found that such structu
cavities naturally exist in the water structure between the
metal electrodes, and are in fact quite resilient to den
fluctuations of magnitude expected in this noncompress
fluid. We have argued that the tunneling enhancement
well as the nonmonotonous distance dependence of the
neling rate associated with these resonance states may
tribute to the unusually low effective barrier for electron tu
neling observed in recent ‘‘underwater’’ STM experimen
The possible role of resonance tunneling in electron tra
mission through water has been suggested before by Hal
ter and co-workers,18 however, the resonance found in th
present work are very different than those suggested by th
authors.

The observation that electron tunneling through wa
may be enhanced by special tunneling structures raises
questions that other structures caused by rare fluctuati
not observables in short time simulations of finite system
may contribute significantly to the transmission probabili
This possibility exists in principle because far below the b
rier resonant tunneling can be enhanced by many order
magnitudes relative to the nonresonant process, there
even rare configurations supporting such resonances ma
principle dominate the transmission. The Appendix dem
strates this possibility for a particular example.

The main shortcoming of the present discussion is
use of static water configurations in the calculation of re
nance tunneling. We have shown that the lifetimes of
cavity resonances discussed above is about an order of m
nitude shorter than the characteristic time for water re
rangement about an electron moving in its interior. For
rarer resonance structures discussed in the Appendix,
resonance lifetime in the cavity and the cavity relaxati
time itself are of the same order of magnitude. Clearly
procedure that takes into account the water motion on
time scale of this resonance is needed for a conclusive a
ment.
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APPENDIX

Here we speculate on the possibility that rare molecu
structures which are hard to come by in ordinary MD sim
lations can contribute significantly to electron tunneling b
supporting resonances that give rise to strongly enhan
tunneling. As a demonstration of this possibility we consid
an artificially prepared structure: Water configuration th
will be in equilibrium with an anion of a chlorine anion siz
(radius51.75 Å) carrying a chargeq520.2e. Such a con-
figuration is sampled from an equilibrium trajectory in a sy
tem ~the same water layer system between the two Pt w
considered above! which contains this artificial ion in the
center (z50) between the two walls. The ion is then re
moved for the next stage of the calculation. This stage i
computation of the transmission properties of this~static!
artificial structure. The resulting transmission vs incident e
ergy plot shows a new resonance peak atE53.8 eV, below
the vacuum barrier of 5 eV. At the peak energy the transm
sion is enhanced by a factor of;500 relative to the previ-
ously studied equilibrium configurations~see Fig. 10!.

Consider now the probability that such a ‘‘polarizatio
bubble’’ would form as a spontaneous fluctuation in th
equilibrium water layer. This probability is given byPb

5exp@2DF/kBT#, whereDF is the free energy change asso
ciated with this fluctuation, i.e., the reversible work require
from an external force to create this bubble,T is the tempera-
ture andkB—the Boltzmann constant.

A rough estimate ofDF can be obtained from con-
tinuum dielectric theory as follows: The free energy gain
by introducing an ion of chargeq and radiusR into the
solvent of dielectric constante is ~the Born solvation energy!

WBorn5
q2

2R S 1

e
21D . ~A1!

FIG. 10. Solid line: Transmission probability vs incident electron energy
the configuration with an artificially induced polarization hole~see text!. For
comparison, the dashed line shows the transmission probability assoc
one of the neutral water configurations from the run shown in Fig. 2.
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This energy can be viewed as consisting of two contrib
tions: W1 , the interaction of the ion with the polarizatio
induced in the surrounding solvent, andW2 , the energy
needed to build this polarization.W1 is given by the product
q3Vsolvent whereVsolvent is the potential induced by the so
vent at the ion’s position. FromVsolvent1(q/R)5(q/eR) we
find W15qVsolvent5q2/R(1/e21).
Consequently

DF5W25WBorn2W15
q2

2R S 1

e D . ~A2!

When the polarization structure is prepared in an electro
layer of thicknessL, DF is smaller, given by

DF5
q2

2 S 12
1

e D F 1

R
2

1

4d
2

1

4~L2d!G . ~A3!

Whered is the distance of the charge center from the la
surface. UsingR51.75 Å, L51.75 Å, d5L/2, q520.2e,
andT5300 K, we getPb;0.009.

A more rigorous value forDG can be obtained from the
numerical simulations, using

DF52E
0

q

dq8q8^V&q82q^V&q . ~A4!

Where the instead of usinĝV&q5(q/R)((1/e)21) for the
solvent potential at the ion as before, we evaluate^V&q from
the numerical simulations. This calculation is considera
simplified if we assume that the solvent response^V&q de-
pends linearly onq, i.e., ^V&q5aq, whence

DF5
1

2
aq2, ~A5!

a is easily obtained from the numerical simulation of t
water layer between the two metal walls~which also confirm
the linearly assumption!, yielding Pb>0.004, in a reasonable
agreement with the continuum dielectric theory result. T
product of the resultingPb and the associated resonance e
hancement factor 500 is larger than 1, indicating that it
possible for the fluctuation considered to contribute a mod
enhancement to the tunneling probability.

Calculation of the lifetime of the resonance associa
with the structure considered again lead tot;10 fs.
Molecular-dynamics simulations show that the lifetime
the polarization bubble considered above is of the same o
of magnitude. We conclude that in this case the time sc
separation is not large enough to validate unequivocally
estimates based on tunneling through static water config
tions. Further work is needed in order to assess the poss
influence or rare structural fluctuations in the solvent on el
tron transmission.

Obviously this naive calculation should not be taken
evidence that fluctuations of the type considered contrib
significantly to the transmission process. Rather, it indica
that the possibility of electron tunneling affected by ra
structural fluctuation cannot be ruled out.
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